1. There is a farmer who stands in his fields
And he sees all the work to be done.
He has been watching for many a month,
He’s been waiting for this day to come.
(Chorus)

There’s a song to sing as the harvest comes in,
To the One who gives sunshine and rain.
Let us all join in with a thank-offering
For the harvest that’s gathered again.
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2. There was a time when the fields were prepared
And the good soil was carefully ploughed.
Then came the day for the farmer to sow
And the seeds were all scattered around.
(Chorus)
3. There was some time for the farmer to wait,
As the seeds slowly grew out of sight.
Then came the day when the first shoots appeared
And the farmer was filled with delight
(Chorus)
4. Now is the time when the crops are full grown
And the farmer must gather them in.
He’ll need some help ‘cause there’s lots to be done
And it’s hard to know where to begin.
(Chorus)
The House Captains will now present a reflection for the day.
A reflection – House Captains
Reverend Sue will now close the assembly.
Rev Sue – Harvest and closing prayer
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Welcome – Mrs Church
We are now all going to sing Super Sun.
Hymn – Super Sun
1. Hello sun, hello sun,
Do your work today.
Shine on down from the sky,
Don’t you go away.
Turn the corn to yellow,
Make the berries nice and mellow,
Super sun, super sun.
2. Hello sun, hello sun,
Do your work today.
Shine on down from the sky,
Don’t you go away.
Make the apples redder
So the fruit tastes even better,
Super sun, super sun.
3. Hello sun, hello sun,
Do your work today.
Shine on down from the sky,
Don’t you go away.
Make the wheat grow higher
And the golden hay stay drier,
Super sun, super sun.
Super sun!
Emerald Class will now present Plants we eat.
Emerald Class – Plants we eat
We are now all going to sing What you Sow.
Hymn – What You Sow

1. If you sow an apple seed, will a pear tree grow?
If you plant an orange pip, will a raspberry show?
If you sow a spiteful word, will a friendship grow?
The answer to all three of these is absolutely “No!”
(Chorus)

What you sow is what you’ll reap,
What you give you will receive,
Do to others as you’d have them do,
The outcome of all three of these
Is absolutely true!

2. If you sow a mustard seed, will a gooseberry grow?
If you plant a daffodil, will a tulip show?
If you sow an unkind thought, will a friendship grow?
The answer to all three of these is absolutely “No!”
(Chorus)
3. Sow a seed of thoughtfulness, see how love takes root,
Water it with forgiveness, see it bear much fruit,
Give it time and lots of care, watch your friendship grow,
What you sow is what you’ll reap,
Sow love and love will grow.
(Chorus)
Diamond Class will now present Harvest from Mysore in India
Diamond Class – Harvest from Mysore in India
We are now all going to sing Harvest Song.
Hymn – Harvest Song

